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CONSTRUCTION TO RAISE NARMADA DAM
HEIGHT BEGINS | 4

TECHNICAL SNAG STRANDS US-BOUND FLIERS
IN AHMEDABAD | 4

Public Demands Mayor’s Cup For Cleanliness Across Gujarat

October Revolution In State

A

Team TOI

n overwhelming number of
citizens of major Gujarat cities want the Mayor’s Cup —
for the cleanest residential
society, commercial complex, and
neighborhood — to be introduced in
all municipal corporations. A consensus to run the competition on a larger
scale has been gathering steam as a
result of the Sanitation Satyagrah.
“The Mayor’s Cup will not only
help galvanize support for cleanliness
but will also produce customized solutions for local
problems,”
says Diksha
Shah, of Pramukh Apartments in the
Satellite area
of Ahmedabad. “The
awards will
bring out innovative solutions to deal
with garbage
and these can
be shared on a
bigger platform.”
Narendra Parmar of Athwa Lines
in Surat, says: “We already have had
a cleanliness competition among
various residential association members and such events are an ideal way
of interacting with other societies.”
Parmar says such initiatives yield a
collective force to deal with garbage
in an area.
In Surat, a civic award is being
instituted for cleanliness. Ahmedabad
had taken the lead last year when the
municipal corporation organized the
cleanest pol competition for the
Walled City.
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Have a sanitation idea? Get in
touch! You can also write/share
pictures to highlight problems

Email us at
ToI Sanitation Satyagraha

9898037740

sanitationsatyagraha
@gmail.com

Invoking Bapu in Walled City
Yogesh Chawda
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ahatma Gandhi believed no municipality can cope with sanitation
issues by taxation and paid service.
This vital reform is possible only by wholesale and voluntary cooperation of the people, both rich and poor.
With a clearer understanding of why
Bapu was insistent on sanitation, and inspired by TOI’s ‘I Lead India’ campaign,
residents of Shantinath ni Pol have begun
a cleanliness campaign in the Walled City.
Dilip Shah, who started the campaign,
says he was inspired by young soldiers of
TOI’s Youth Brigade, formed under the ‘I
Lead India’ initiative to promote cleanliness
in the Walled City. “These young warriors
told us how Gandhiji dedicated his life so
that India could attain Swaraj and how he
promoted cleanliness of surroundings.”
“They encouraged me to launch a similar campaign in my area. I am educating

people about the importance of cleanliness.
I recently also distributed free dustbins to
residents,” he adds. Apart from 100 houses
belonging to Jains, Sonis and Brahmins,
the pol houses the century-old Kala Ramji
Jain temple that is part of the Heritage
Walk conducted by the AMC.

Should cleanliness drives be incentivized to encourage people?
our garbage problem. People
should be made aware
of minimal
wastage,
recycling and
staying in a
clean
neighborhood. This is exactly
what Gandhiji wanted | HITESH
GUPTA, VADODARA

● Merely participating in a

● Citizen’s efforts towards

cleanliness drive on Gandhi
Jayanti cannot be a solution to

building civic consciouness in
society should be rewarded. I

Two decisions
to ease land
development taken
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Ahmedabad: Two crucial decisions to throw
open land for development have been taken by the
state revenue department in the last few days.
One is removing the status quo on clearances of
land in Nikol which were under the Bombay Personal Inams Abolition Act 1952 and the other being relaxing restrictions over issuing development and non-agricultural (NA) use permissions
in 67 villages on the western outskirts of Ahmedabad Urban Development Authority (Auda) limits. Ahmedabad collector Rajkumar Beniwal told
TOI, “In land located in Auda limits, including the
67 villages we are giving permissions for NA only
after Auda opines as per the new development
plan of Ahmedabad. If it is a residential zone in
the new development plan, the NA is given for residential purpose and that also applies to commercial and industrial zones. However, if Auda has
designated a particular area as agriculture zone
permission for NA is not given.”
As far as the Nikol issue is concerned, deputy
revenue secretary Harish Prajapati in a notification has said that all land that was previously under the Bombay Personal Inams Abolition Act
1952 in Nikol can now be considered under the old
tenacy rules and processed in the name of the current owner. “Ahmedabad district collector has to
review cases individually and necessary documents like the 7/12 agreement have to be submitted,” says Prajapati in the notification.

On Monday, city had recorded 36 degrees which rose to 38.2 degrees on Tuesday

sharply. Sarkar said that city is experiencing bi-modal characteristics wherein
the day temperature peaks at least twice
a year — once before the monsoon and
one after the monsoon.
"Monsoon departed from the city on

October 5. In Ahmedabad, winter sets in
the middle of November. Till then the day
temperature will remain a little high as
compared to the past months when the
dense clouds kept direct sunlight away
from the city", said Sarkar.

feel that their efforts in
making India clean should
be acknowledged by
instituting a Mayor’s
Cup in the city | JHANVI
SHAH, GHOD DHOD ROAD,

bridge the gap between
common people and themselves
| KHYATI HARIA, SG HIGHWAY,
AHMEDABAD

● If the civic administration needs

public support to fight the dirt
evil, it should motivate them in
● Cleanliness awards for
doing so. The administration
residential societies can go a
should institute awards to
long way in making residents
recognize efforts of cleanest
realize how important and fun it housing society, commercial
is to live in a clean environment. areas, schools, colleges | RAHUL
For local civic bodies it can
RAVINDRAN, SAMA, VADODARA
SURAT

Baka loses hand, political
involvement suspected
TOI
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Ahmedabad: Baka, the social media
sensation, has got his hand amputated. Political involvement is suspected
as the BJP was recently reported to
have taken objection to posters of ‘Jo
Baka’ advocating cleanliness, as the
posters prominently displayed the
‘hand’ — the Congress party’s electoral symbol — and was allegedly giving unnecessary visibility to the opposition party.
On Tuesday, TOI saw a Baka posters on the footpath opposite IIM and
Ahmedabad Management Association without the hand symbol. The
posters ask people to throw litter in
dustbins only.
Baka posters were developed as a
campaign by Ahmedabad Municipal
Corporation (AMC) for the city-edition of the Clean India Movement
—launched by PM Narendra Modi
across India. On D-Day, however the
posters across the city were suddenly
pulled off after it was reported that
BJP’s elected wing expressed displeasure at Baka showing the hand, which
was apparently resulting in publicity
for the Congress. The posters were removed an hour after their launch on

Ahmedabad: Gujarat weather is marked
by an arid and dry climate. But what kind of
whether existed more than 10,000 years
back? Various studies suggest that the state
had a slightly wetter climate more than
10,000 years back, say experts from Archaeological Survey of India (ASI).
Based on botanical remains in Dholavira,
Indian Institute of Technology, Gandhinagar (IIT-Gn) is also conducting a study on
what type of climate existed more than 10,000
years back in the state.
“We’re studying three broad categories of
botanical remains — phytolith, diatom and
pollen. Based on various pollen studies, it
has been found that it was slightly wetter in
that era. After Harappan civilization, the climate started drying up,” said V N Prabhakar,
visiting faculty at IIT-Gandhinagar, who is
also superintending archaeologist, ASI.
“We’ve collected sub-surface sediment
(soil) samples and are processing them using
standard procedures. Diatom being very sensitive to environmental fluctuation gives the
precise environmental conditions of an area. Using these biological proxies, evolution

External
students
increase at GU

An IIT-Gn team has found certain
angular features along the Rann
of Kutch which are not natural and
are man-made
of agriculture, diet of modern man, climate
and vegetation dynamics under varying natural and anthropogenic (human induced)
impacts can be understood at spatial and
temporal scale,” said Dr Sandhya Sharma,
faculty, archaeological science centre, IITGn. She said that the type of climate that exactly existed in those times will only be confirmed after the study gets over.
An IIT-Gn team has also found certain angular features along the Rann of Kutch
which are not natural and are man-made,
said Vinod V, postdoctoral fellow, archaeological science centre. In December, the team
will also be joined by French professor Michel Danino, who is also a guest professor, humanities and social sciences, IIT-Gn. Danino
has been living in India since 1977. A student
of Indian civilization and its early development, he visits IIT-Gn every year to teach ancient India.

October 2. Now, the Baka posters have
resurfaced with the hand missing.
AMC authorities said that the hand is
not important. Baka is so popular, and
this popularity is being used to convey a message of cleanliness.
Congress spokesperson Manish
Doshi said that the removal of the
hand from Baka is unfortunate. “BJP
councilors should concentrate on
constructive activities,” he said.

Continued from P1

Ahmedabad: A 5,000-yearold stepwell has been found in
one of the largest Harappan
cities, Dholavira, in Kutch,
which is three times bigger
than the Great Bath at Mohenjo Daro.
Experts will investigate
the advanced hydraulic engineering used by Harappans
for building the stepwell
through 3D laser scanner, remote sensing technology and
ground-penetrating
radar
system.
“We will study how water
flowed into the well and what
was the idea behind water
conservation,” said Prabhakar.
The IIT Gandhinagar
team and ASI officials will also excavate various tanks,
stoneware, finely furnished
brick
blocks,
sanitation
chambers and semi-precious
stones hidden at the site.

New BRTS vehicle catches
fire near Motera, one hurt
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Civic hygiene can’t be ensured without public participation. Bapu was responsible for recognizing and acting on
this truth. He was the one who suggested an award for motivating neighbourhoods to stay clean.

catalyst and is necessary for
Ahmedabad as people here have
forgotten the virtues of
respecting their surroundings. It
is important to note that a clean
body cannot reside in an unclean
city. The mayor’s cup will bring
greater awareness in this
regard | SARTHAK JAIN, SHAHIBAUG

Ahmedabad: Citizens have been feeling
a little hot under the collar. Weather officials said that this is because after three
long months of cloudy weather during
the monsoon season, the skies have finally opened up, allowing direct heat to hit
the city. On Tuesday, the maximum temperature was recorded at 38.2 degrees!
Director of Indian Meteorology Department (IMD) Gujarat Jayanta Sarkar
said that the sudden heat being experienced by the people is mainly because of
skies getting absolutely clear and direct
sunlight raising the maximum temperature.
On Monday, city had recorded 36 degrees which has risen to 38.2 degrees on
Tuesday. The temperature will in the
range till October end when the minimum temperature will start falling

Gujarat was wetter
10,000 years back?

READERS’ RESPONSES

● A cleanliness drive will act as a

Clouds gone, heat is on!

Ahmedabad: Gujarat University (GU) authorities are
happy that they are getting
good response from external
students. Already the number
of external students at GU has
jumped from 30,000 to 37,000 as
compared to last year. The last
date for external students’ admission is October 14.
External students who
wish to pursue BA, BCom, MA
and MCom from GU had to
travel from across Gujarat to
the university campus here.
But this time the GU authorities adopted the online process, enabling students to fill in
forms from their native places.
Not just that, GU has also
tied up with post offices to
help students fill in admission
forms.

Ahmedabad: A new BRTS bus caught fire
after a tire burst near Motera on Tuesday
morning. The driver immediately stopped
the bus, opened the doors and made the 12odd passengers get down before the rear
half of the bus was gutted. A team of Ahmedabad Fire and Emergency Services
(AFES) rushed to the spot and doused the
flames.
According to AFES officials, the bus
was going from Sabarmati to Visat circle
at 11 am on Tuesday.
One of the rear tires burst and rim of
the tire grazed the railings due to which
sparks flew and rear of the bus caught fire.
“Realizing what had happened, the
driver stopped the bus and made the passengers leave the vehicle. One passenger,
identified as Govind, sustained minor injuries and was treated at the spot. The rear
half of the bus was gutted before the
firefighting began,” said an AFES official.

Taxi operators protest
eviction from station
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Taxi operators,
backed by autorickshaw drivers, resorted to a one-day chakka jam at Kalupur railway station on Tuesday morning to
protest their forcible eviction
from the allotted parking area.
President of taxi union,
Ranbirsinh Bagga said that at
about 11.45am, the Railway
Protection Force (RPF), railway police and the railway officials came with cranes and began towing away the taxis
parked there and demolished
their office and cabin. “When
the taxi drivers refused to move
out of the area, the police used
force and dragged the drivers
out of the area,” he said.
Bagga said that the taxi
drivers have been operating
from the spot for the past 40
years and were not charged
any administrative fee but suddenly the railways have decided to levy a monthly parking
fee of Rs 1,500 per car on the
owners.

Senior divisional commercial manager, Kamlesh Tiwari
said that the parking space on
the campus for the railway
staff was not enough, so it was
decided to allot some space to
them at a token rent. “We had
issued a notice to the taxi
union, requesting the members to pay charges for using
the space for commercial purpose, as mandated by the railway board, or vacate the plot.
We suggested an alternative arrangement too but they refused to oblige. Then, we were
left with no option but to use
force.”
Ibrahim Sheikh, a taxi owner, said that the drivers were
ready to pay Rs 300 as parking
fee but the authorities rejected
their request as they wanted to
favour radio taxi operators.
“We have filed a suit in the
court and the court has directed to maintain status quo but
the railway officials have violated the order by evicting the
taxi drivers from the spot,”
said Sheikh.

The burnt bus

COURT BRIEFS

Where are plots promised to 89
families at Garib Kalyan Mela: PIL
Ahmedabad: Gujarat high court on Tuesday asked the state government to reply to a PIL that has alleged that plots and home loans
promised to 89 families during a Garib Kalyan Mela in 2010 in Surendranagar district have not been delivered to them. The petitioner,
Kanti Chavda, sought HC’s direction to the government to act upon
the announcement by then chief minister Narendra Modi during a
Garib Kalyan Mela in Chuda on July 23, 2010. The government had
promised each of 89 poor families a 100 sqm plot and home loan to
construct a house. These families have not receive the benefits. The
HC questioned the lawyer representing the local authorities on
whether then chief minister himself was present at that function
whether he had made the announcement. The court asked the prosecutor to come up with an affidavit revealing details of the function
and the announcement. A further hearing is scheduled for November
11.

Plea objects to eviction bid without alternative arrangement
Gujarat high court on Tuesday issued notice to the Ahmedabad Muncipal Corporation (AMC) over a PIL objecting to a bid to evict 120 families in Shahwadi of Narol area without alternative shelter to them.
The families that were to be removed from Keshwani Nagar of Shahwadi said in their PIL that they were settled at the place by AMC itself
in 2005, after they were evicted from near IIM and BPA in Vastrapur
area in the road widening. When they were to be evicted from Vastrapur, the then AMC commissioner Anil Mukim intervened and the civic
body provided them an alternative dwelling place in Shahwadi. Now,
the civic body has given them a warning to vacate the place, but they
do not know where to go.The petitioners requested the HC to ask
AMC to accommodate them in any of its rehabilitation schemes and
expressed willingness to pay for the same according to the rules.

